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Simatic DP 4 AI U - Fieldbus analogue module 4 In / 0 Out
6ES7144-4FF01-0AB0

Siemens
6ES7144-4FF01-0AB0
4047623403227 EAN/GTIN

216,02 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

SIMATIC DP 4 AI U 6ES7144-4FF01-0AB0 Supply voltage at DC 20.4 ... 28.8V, voltage type of the supply voltage DC, input, voltage, input signal configurable, resolution of
the analog inputs 15 bit, number of analog inputs 4, number of analog outputs 0, analog inputs configurable, number of HW interfaces Industrial Ethernet 0, number of
interfaces PROFINET 0, number of HW interfaces serial RS-232 0, number of HW interfaces serial RS-422 0, number of HW interfaces serial RS -485 0, number of HW
interfaces serial TTY 0, number of HW interfaces parallel 0, number of HW interfaces wireless 0, number of HW interfaces USB 0, number of HW interfaces other 0, system
component, protection class (IP ) IP65/IP67, version of the electrical connection plug-in connection, fieldbus connection possible via separate bus coupler, DIN rail mounting
possible, wall/direct mounting possible, front installation possible, explosion protection category for Gas without, explosion protection category for dust without, width 45mm,
height 130mm, depth 35mm, SIMATIC DP, electronics module for ET 200 PRO 4 AI U High Feature, +-10V 0...10V +-5V 1...5V channel diagnostics incl. bus module, order
connection module IO 6ES7194-4..00-0AA0 separately The SIMATIC ET 200pro is a very robust and powerful modular distributed I/O system for mounting outside the control
cabinet directly on the machine with IP65/67 degree of protection. The modules can either be plugged directly into an ET 200pro CPU or connected to a central controller via
PROFINET or PROFIBUS. The connection to the central control is also possible wirelessly via WLAN, which enables the use of the SIMATIC ET 200pro in electric monorails,
driverless transport systems, in building management and in warehouse logistics. Due to its extensive range of modules, it is used in particular where a finely modular design
with different functions is required in harsh environmental conditions. The separation of module and bus/energy connection technology enables a module to be exchanged
during operation (so-called hot swapping), which, in conjunction with detailed diagnostics, ensures the availability and productivity of the machine. The system offers a very
broad portfolio of modules. In addition to various digital and analog input and output modules in a wide range of configurations, there are also a number of fail-safe modules
available for use up to SIL 3 / PLe. Especially for motor control, the ET 200pro system offers integrated solutions in the form of motor starters and frequency converters, which
are also available as fail-safe variants. An IO-Link master and a module for connecting RFID component...
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